Tennis Match Results
Clemson vs North Carolina
3/3/2024 at Chapel Hill, N.C.
(Chewning Tennis Center)

#48 North Carolina 4, #68 Clemson 1

**Singles competition**
1. #99 Benjamin Kittay (NC) def. Ryuhei Azuma (CU) 3-6, 6-4, 6-4
2. #110 Phillip Jordan (NC) def. Wissam Abderrhman (CU) 6-4, 6-4
3. Noa Vukadin (CU) def. #65 Karl Poling (NC) 6-4, 7-5
4. Patrick Schoen (NC) vs. Marko Mesarovic (CU) 7-5, 2-6, 6-5, unfinished
5. #84 Will Peters (NC) def. Stewart Aronson (CU) 6-2, 6-2
6. Anuj Watane (NC) vs. Matt Pitts (CU) 6-3, 6-7 (4-7), 1-1, unfinished

**Doubles competition**
1. Phillip Jordan/Benjamin Kittay (NC) vs. Wissam Abderrhman/Max Damm (CU) 5-3, unfinished
2. Peter Murphy/Patrick Schoen (NC) def. Noa Vukadin/Spencer Whitaker (CU) 6-4
3. Will Peters/Karl Poling (NC) def. Stewart Aronson/Marko Mesarovic (CU) 6-3

Match Notes:
Clemson 7-6, 0-2 ACC; National ranking #68
North Carolina 8-3, 2-0 ACC; National ranking #48
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (5,2,3,1)
T-2:57  A-200